
 

 

 

Early Years Foundation Stage Newsletter 27th November 2020 

Nursery 

This week in Donaldson class we have focused on winter.  We started the week by sharing the beautifully illustrated 

book Jack Frost by Kazuno Kohara.  After reading, we discussed the illustrations and the use of cool colours to depict 

winter and used the text as a stimulus to create our very own visual representations of Jack Frost.  In maths we have 

been practising counting and recognising numbers to 5 – the children really enjoyed singing ‘Five Little Speckled 

Frogs’ and finding the correct number of frogs for each numbered lily pad.  In phonics we have focused on tuning 

into sounds, exploring musical instruments and movements including clapping and jumping, that we could make to 

each one, and making simple repeated patterns of movement.  The children continue to work on developing their 

pencil control and grip and have been practicing pre-writing shapes and name writing.  They have also started to 

learn songs for our Christmas performance.  Other activities the children have particularly enjoyed this week include 

exploring snow dough; using tweezers to add the correct number of snowballs (white Pom-Poms) to numbered 

mittens; making snowmen out of playdough; making igloos, snowmobiles, sledges out of various different small and 

large construction i.e. Duplo and large crates; exploring our arctic animals small world scene, and going for a walk 

around the school grounds looking at changes in the environment.  

 

                                        

 

 

 

 
 
Reception 
We have had a fun filled week in Reception reading the story ‘Naughty Bus’ by Jan and Jerry Oke. The children have 
loved using the buses to retell their own stories and we have had lots of discussions over where the Naughty Bus 
might go to next. The children have painted and drawn their ideas for where the bus will end up. Outdoors we have 
had lots of fun experimenting with ramps, tunnels and cars to see how far the cars would travel. Along with creating 
games using the number tiles. We spend time learning outdoors every day. So as the weather gets colder please 
practice with your child zipping up their coat, so they are able to do this independently.  
In Phonics we have looked at diagraphs the children may come across when reading (ck, ss, ll, ff) and have been 
revisiting some sounds we have found tricky to remember. The children have really enjoyed the phonics challenge 
this week, with some completing the sound hunt multiple times! It has all about the number five this week in Maths, 
from looking at different representations to the composition of the number. We have also been developing our 
subitising skills (the ability to instantaneously recognise the number of objects in a small group without the need to 
count them), thinking about how we know there is five when we look at a dice or five frame. Other activities the 
children have enjoyed this week include making penguins for our winter display and PE with Mr. Jones.  


